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To the Editor
As the COVID-19 pandemic surges, concerns grow over serious

health conditions. Since the healthcare resources are highly
stretched taking care of the COVID-19 patients, other parts of the
Iranian healthcare system are critically influenced. Cancer care is
specifically facing innumerable challenges in our country, putting
the clinical decision-makers in a parlous risk of mismanagement,
ranging from the risk of the exposure to COVID-19 to the harm
caused by the delayed treatment. Regarding the therapies, cancer
patients are vulnerable to a broad spectrum of infectious diseases,
and that is why careful management has always been taken into
account [1]. Age, treatment history and underlying health condi-
tions are the most determinative factors for the prognosis of infec-
tion in cancer patients [2]. Also, the weakened immune system
tremendously increases the risk of acquired infection, either from
the community or hospital. Therefore, COVID-19 infection will ulti-
mately interrupt the patient’s treatment.

Studies suggest that cancer patients infected with COVID-19 are
more likely to show severe symptoms, which could be explained
through the weakened overall health status [3]. This emphasizes
the fact that all patients should be properly educated about per-
sonal hygiene and reduce close contact with others as much as
possible. In patients who are tested positive, manipulating the
immune system should be done under caution, considering the
key features of the type of cancer. Otherwise, isolation procedures
still need to be in progress. For the latter recommendation, Tele-
medicine proves to be useful as it can make the in-person clinical
appointments shorter or even not needed at all, enable remote
consultation anytime and anywhere, and make the follow-ups
much safer [4]. This is especially important for cancer patients
due to their need for constant surveillance, though only a few cen-
ters in Iran have considerable telecommunication infrastructures
and expanded hotlines, and are capable of implementing this
strategy.

There is a general concern about visiting the healthcare set-
tings, as over 40% of the COVID-19 infections are hospital-acquired
[5]. As a result, people will try to avoid attending healthcare facil-
ities which would cause trouble for cancer patients who have
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already scheduled treatment sessions. In this case, it is strongly
recommended to benefit from out-patient facilities and in-home
services. Where the out-of-clinic strategies are not applicable,
the number of patient companions and visitors should be limited
to the least possible. Also, further sessions and appointments
should be planned and informed to the patients aforetime.

Healthcare facilities should present a specific protocol and iden-
tify the patients infected with COVID-19 as soon as possible in
order to consider special preparations (e.g., allocating separate
rooms, special units, precautious procedures, medications, inter-
ventions, etc.) [6]. Clinical management should bind to the fact
that in these types of facilities, emphasizing on rapid diagnosis is
practically far more important than investing in unverified treat-
ments. At this level, obtaining a precise history of travel and con-
tact should be taken into account.

Speaking of prevention, there are no confirmed prophylactic
antiviral agents available yet [7]. The beneficial aspects of mask
usage are currently uncertain. They seem to be one of our few
available efficient approaches towards prevention, but masking
alone will not protect the patients nor the healthcare providers
[8]. Proper use of other personal protective equipment, complete
hand hygiene, and regular disinfection of the surroundings are
inevitable necessities.

Routine and genetic screenings are not recommended during
the pandemic [2]. If abnormal screening results were observed
before the pandemic, deciding the upcoming procedures and inter-
ventions should be based on the harm-benefit analysis of each
patient. The effect of COVID-19 infection on the screening and
diagnosis process is currently unclear, but they are recommended
to be postponed as long as they do not possess health-threatening
conditions.

Procedures involving blood-derived products and blood trans-
fusions should be done according to the guidelines. Latest studies
have demonstrated remarkable recovery in critical patients [9].
Based on the patient, considering Erythropoietin-stimulating
agents may be more preferred.

Undergoing cancer surgeries during the pandemic is largely on
debate and mostly depends on the allocated resources and the
amount of probable burden imposed on the healthcare system.
The general opinion points to reschedule elective surgeries. In case
of facing oncological emergencies or complex cases, it is again up
to the clinician and the harm-benefit analysis of each patient, con-
sidering that the surgery puts both patients and medical teams on
a higher risk of exposure. On the other hand, skipping radiation
therapy sessions seems to have rather unfavorable results, mainly
because of potential insufficient clinical outcomes as a result of the
interruption. Also, in some patients, interrupting the radiation
therapy cuts the curative effects and results in tumor growth.
However, in early-detected cases, a patient-based adjusting or
delaying the therapy may lead to protective effects against
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COVID-19 infection. Chemotherapy may include the most diverse
viewpoints. It has an extensive clinical effect but almost always
is accompanied by immune suppression. Any change in
chemotherapy should be done according to these three
considerations:

1. Less efficient and less suppressive treatments are always on the
cards. The patient’s health conditions should be evaluated to
make sure that ceasing or modifying the chemotherapy regi-
men would not change the outcomes dramatically.

2. Route of treatment is adjustable in order to reduce the risk of
infection.

3. All decisions are person-based, and harms and benefits should
be assessed case-by-case. The final decision requires a multidis-
ciplinary team.

The combination of two major health issues, cancer and pan-
demic, could turn out to a disaster for healthcare providers, if
not appropriately managed. Mismanagement could threat millions
of lives and waste irrevocable money, time, and energy. The final
goal of all recommendations is to reduce the harm as much as pos-
sible. Further studies on COVID-19, involving cancer patients and
based on the country’s condition, should be conducted with a focus
on rapid diagnosis, patient management, and how to modify the
treatment regimens efficiently. This state of emergency will
demonstrate how our cancer community is all set to encounter
challenges, and the experiences of dealing with this situation will
be our trustworthy source of information for decades.
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